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Abstract: This scientific research focus that “PANAKARAM” (Panai + Akaram) shall be considered as “Ancient 
Medicinal drink” which was considered in practice since Ancient Period say 3,00,000 years ago. Panakaram drink 
considered regulating “Blood PH value” for energetic and Healthy life and sustainability to the Particular climatic 
environmental system. Panakaram drink shall be called by author as “DARK WINE” (Panai Neer) considered 
derived naturally from “DARK PALM TREE”. Natural dark palm water shall mean “ACIDIC” (or) 
“INORGANIC”. 
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This scientific research focus that 

“PANAKARAM” (Panai + Akaram) shall be 
considered as “Ancient Medicinal drink” which was 
considered in practice since Ancient Period say 
3,00,000 years ago. Panakaram drink considered 
regulating “Blood PH value” for energetic and Healthy 
life and sustainability to the Particular climatic 
environmental system. Panakaram drink shall be called 
by author as “DARK WINE” (Panai Neer) considered 
derived naturally from “DARK PALM TREE”. 
Natural dark palm water shall mean “ACIDIC” (or) 
“INORGANIC”. 

This research further focus that the origin of Dark 
Palm Tree shall be considered descended from 
WHITE PALM TREE (also called as wild coconut 
Palm). In proto Indo Europe root word Dark Palm Tree 
shall be called as “PANAI” and White Palm tree shall 
be called as “THENNAI”. The White Palm tree shall 
be considered as “NATURAL PALM” derived from 
MARS PLANET (or) “EZHEM” during Dark Age. 
The Natural water derived from THENNAI shall be 
called as “EZHEM NEER” (or) THENKA NEER. 
The Natural white palm water shall be called by author 
as “WHITE WINE” (Ezhem Neer). EZHEM NEER 

shall also mean “ORGANIC” (or) “NON-ACIDIC”. 
The Thenka-Neer, Panai-Neer shall be considered 
having genetically varied chemical property, 
characteristics used as medicinal dring in different 
occasion for maintaining the Human blood System 
under Balanced PH Value. It is further focused that 
the source of Tenka Neer shall be considered as 
derived from SUPER FLUID (or) UNIVERSAL 
SOLVENT called in Indo Europe root word as PANI 
or PANI NEER (Natural dew). 

The philosophy of PANI, THENKA NEER, 
PANAKARAM (Panai Neer) shall be narrated as 
below. 
(i) 
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(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
This research further focus that white palm tree 

shall be considered as Natural Plant originated due to 
impact of “J-RADIATION” (Zero hour radiation) 
considered exist under Endothermic environment and 
the Natural liquid Produced by white palm shall be 
considered as Highly Organic (Non-alcoholic) 
composed of only fundamental particles Photon, 

Electron, Proton and free from atomic elements like 
Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone. 

During the expanding Universe the seed of white 
palm Tree considered descended to Earth planet and 
become DARK PALM TREE consider exist under 
low Exothermic environment. The Natural Dark Palm 
tree further considered exist under influence of 
“HYDROGEN RADIATION” (3,00,000 Years ago) 
during dark age of Universe. Further he Natural liquid 
derived from Dark Palm tree shall be considered as 
INORGANIC (Alcoholic) composed of primitive 
atomic elements Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, 
Ozone. The philosophy of Natural organic, Natural 
inorganic Fluid shall be described as below: 

The fundamental domain elements of white wine, 
Dark wine shall be considered regulating DNA, 
HORMONE, RNA of blood system under different 
environmental condition of Endo, Exothermic state in 
the expanding universe. The Philosophy of 
PANAKAM drink composed of dark jaggary, dark 
tamarind served in earthen pot might be derived from 
the philosophy of “PANAKARAM“. Further the 
etymology of word wine might be derived from proto 
Indo Europe root word OONU. Oonu shall mean 
divine food. 

“MARS PLANET HAS PURE WATER (KUDI NEER)?...” NO… NO… NO…It is hypothesized that the 
Mars planet environment shall be considered as ACIDIC and the HUMAN ANCESTORS (Deva Angel Race) 
shall be considered as having blood of PH value around 3.0 to 4.0. The natural white palm tree shall be 
considered as converting acidic water into natural water. The human ancestors might have taken white palm 
water for regulation of PH value of blood system. Further the OZONE WATER (pronounced as OCEAN) 
considered having acidic value and during the dark age the acidic water might have been descended to EARTH 
PLANET and become organic water. The earth ocean water shall be considered as highly pure water in ancient 
time around 3,00,000 years ago and the earth ocean water might gradually becoming acidic in three nuclear ages 
in expanding Universe. The PH value of ocean water shall be considered as consistently undergoing change in 
micro level and the PH value of ocean water may become highly acidic around 3000AD. 

- M. Arulmani. 
Tamil Based Indian. 

 
(i) 

 

(ii) 
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This research further focus that the natural white 
palm tree shall be considered having only three 
chromosome (Trisomy Aceae family) derived from 
THREE-IN-ONE fundamental particles. The Dark 
Palm tree originated from white palm tree considered 
as ‘SPECIES’ having genetically varied chromosome 
level. Say 4.0 (or) 6.0. The philosophy of white palm 
tree, dark palm tree shall be hypothetically narrated as 
below. The male gene of dark palm tree might be 
derived from the gene of white palm tree. 

This research further focus that the Ancient Dark 
palm tree considered as very tall say 100 – 200 mts. 
Our human ancestors lived in ancient time shall be 
considered having distinguished genetic structure and 

capable of ‘FLYING’ for easily fetching the palm 
products from the tall trees without any difficulty. The 
human ancestors probably arrived to earth planet from 
mars planet during April 14 (Chittirai month). 
 
(i) 

 
(ii) 
 

 
 

The human ancestors shall be considered as 
‘Dark population’ lived in ‘Kachcha Theevu’ in 
ancient time (3,00,000 years ago) even before origin of 
first sun rays on the earth planet. The ancient 
population shall also be called as “AETHIANS” (Proto 
Indos). 
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The Philosophy of state of white wine, dark wine, 
colourful wine shall be further narrated as below for 
universal understanding. 
(i) 
 

 
 
(ii) 
 

 
(iii) 
 

 

(iv) 
 

 
 

GANJA (Marijuana) has medicinal property?... Case 
study shows that scientists believe marijuana is used as 
psycho active drug and as medicine, herbal therapy. 
Scholars also believe that ancient Hindus of India and 
Nepal treat ancient drug SOMA mentioned in Vedas 
was cannabis. If so what is the origin of marijuana?... 
 
 (i) 
 

 
(ii) 
 

 
 

It is hypothesized that marijuana plant shall be 
considered as descended from Mars planet. It is 
focused that VETRI ELAI shall be considered as the 
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natural plant originated due to impact of J-
RADIATION. The vetri elai plant shall be considered 
as having only three chromosomes (trisomy aceae 
family) derived from THREE-IN-ONE fundamental 
particles PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON. The vetri 
elai shall also be called as WHITE BETEL LEAF. 
During the course of expanding Universe the seed of 
white betel leaf might be transferred to Earth planet 
during dark age and become MARIJUANA plant. It is 

focused that the medicinal marijuana shall be 
considered as having medicinal property for relief from 
ASTHMA. It is suggested by the author that 
Government of India, Government of Tamilnadu may 
review the possibility of cultivation of marijuana with 
suitable act for promoting rural employment and 
fetching revenue for development. The Philosophy of 
vetri elai, marijuana shall be described as Figures. 

 

 
 
This scientific research focus and recommends to 

Government of India, Government of Tamilnadu and 
international organizations that bottled EZHEM 
NEER (White wine), bottled PANAKARAM (Dark 

wine) shall also be sold at approved wine shops as 
these natural drinks have medicinal effect in regulating 
PH value of human blood system under varied 
environmental conditions. 
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